
M408D (54690/95/00), Quiz #4 SolutionsQuestion #1De�ne the vectors u= h1; 0;�2iv= h4; 5; 2iw= h1; 2; 1i:a) Using the scalar triple product V = ju � (v � w)j �nd the volume of the parallelepipeddetermined by u, v, and w.Solution : We �rst �nd thatv�w= ������ i j k4 5 21 2 1 ������= i� 2j+3k= h1;�2; 3i:Then u � (v�w)= 1� 6=�5 so the volume of the parallelepiped is V =5.b) Suppose we consider a plane A which is parallel to the vectors v and w, and passesthrough the point u. Determine the scalar equation for the plane (which takes the forma(x�x0) + b(y� y0)+ c(z� z0)+ d=0 with constants a; b; c; d; x0; y0; z0).[Hint: Find a normal vector n to the plane. Then use the vector equation n � (r � r0) = 0for a plane with this normal vector which passes through a given point r0.]Solution : Since the plane A is parallel to v and w and v � w is orthogonal to both vec-tors, we �nd that a normal vector to A is n=v�w= h1;�2; 3i by part (a). Here, r0=u.Therefore, the vector equation for the plane ish1;�2; 3i � (hx; y; zi� h1; 0;�2i)= 0:Expanding this out gives the desired answer:(x� 1)� 2y+3(z+2)=0 or x� 2y+3z+5=0:c) (Bonus: +1 point) Suppose we have a plane B with normal vector m: The orthogonalprojection projBu of u onto the plane B is the vector projection of u onto the lineobtained by intersecting B with a plane C parallel to u and orthogonal to B (see dia-gram). Give an expression for projBu in terms of u and m.[Hint: Remember that projba=�a � bjbj2 �b.]Solution : The easiest way to derive the expression for projBu is to note that it is the dif-ference between u and the vector projection projmu of u onto m:u=projmu+projBu:Therefore, projBu=u�projmu=u��u �mjmj2 �m.1



Question #2Consider the quadric surface given by x2+ y2=9z2:a) Find the trace of the surface in the plane �y+3z=2. What kind of curve is this?Solution : The trace is the intersection of the surface with the plane, and so must satisfyboth equations. Therefore, we substitute 3z = y + 2 into the �rst equation to obtain thatx2+ y2=(y+2)2= y2+4y+4, i.e., thaty= x24 � 1which is the equation for a parabola. Alternatively, this can be written in terms of zinstead of y as z= x212 + 13 :b) Is the surface x2+ y2=9z2 an ellipsoid or a cone? Why?[Hint: Remember that traces of ellipsoids are always ellipses, while traces of cones can beany conic section�ellipses, parabolas, or hyperbolas.]Solution : The surface cannot be an ellipsoid since we see from part (a) that we canobtain traces of this surface that are not ellipses (in this case, a parabola). Therefore, itmust be a cone. This can also be checked from the form of the equation or by consideringvertical and horizontal traces.
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